
 
 
 

EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM IN BEIJING 
 
Job Offer  
 
The Embassy of Belgium in Beijing is looking for a Communications Assistant (m/f/x) 
 
Position: Multi-skilled administrative operative/principally active in secretarial work and organization 
at the Embassy of Belgium in Beijing (local staff) – GS4/0 
Location: Embassy of Belgium, Sanlitun Dongsan Jie 3, 100600, Beijing 
Deadline for application: 08/03/2021 - 12:00 (Beijing time)  
 
Job Description 
 
As a communications assistant, you are a member of the public diplomacy section of the Belgian 
Embassy. Together with the diplomats and communication officers, you are responsible for the 
communications of the Embassy with the outside world, the organization of public diplomacy events 
(exhibitions, conferences, receptions, themed events, …), and the promotion of a positive image of 
Belgium in China through various means and channels.  
 
The communications assistant supports the public diplomacy section in gathering, preparing and editing 
the necessary information for its activities. A large section of the work is devoted to the daily 
implementation of the Embassy’s communication strategy. This involves planning, editing, creating and 
curating content for the different communication platforms of the Embassy (website, WeChat, Weibo, 
Facebook, newsletters, video messages, …).  
 
The communications assistant is fluent in Mandarin Chinese and English and takes care of the language 
related aspects of the communication (translating, proofreading, subtitling, …) Another part of the work 
entails assisting in the preparation, planning and execution of public diplomacy activities.  
 
Examples of tasks: 
 

 Act as the internal contact person within the Embassy for all matters related to communication, 
social media and public diplomacy. 

 Follow the local, Belgian and international press as well as the social networks and identify 
articles/information that are relevant for the Embassy’s communication strategy. 

 Search for targeted information for an Embassy staff member, or a certain project. 

 Assist the communication manager in contacts with the press, the Belgian community, the 
private sector, local and international official bodies, etc. 

 Edit, draft and layout content for the Embassy’s various communications (Social Media, press 
releases, videos…) and assist with the planning and preparation of this content. 

 On the basis of observations, reports, research, past experience,… ; formulate advice in order to 
improve the communication strategy of the Embassy.  

 Participate in meetings in order to discuss and issue an opinion about cases or changes or trends 
observed in the Embassy’s relevant fields of activity. 

 Translate (EN to CN), proofread and, if necessary, correct documents (spelling, layout, etc.). 



 Assist in the organization and planning of public diplomacy activities (exhibitions, conferences, 

receptions, themed events, …). 

 Transmit questions/answers/information from external contacts to the Embassy and vice versa. 

 Create and maintain useful contacts with resource people or bodies in order to strengthen and 

widen the post's communication network, and to exchange general information or in the frame 

of specific cases. 

 Assist the diplomats and communication officers in logistical and practical matters related to the 

work of the public diplomacy section. 

 
Practical details 
 

 Gross monthly salary: 9.818,14 RMB 
 1 year local contract (renewable) 
 No allowances for housing costs or holiday transportation 
 Administrative, but non-financial assistance will be offered in obtaining Chinese work visa 

and/or permit (if applicable) 
 Estimated starting date: April 2021  

 
Selection Procedure 
 
After a pre-screening based on CV and cover letter, the selection procedure will comprise an interview 
evaluating the applicant’s skills, relevant experience, language capacities and motivation. 
 
Required Degree and Competences 
 

 Higher education (Bachelor or Master degree) 

 Relevant experience in communication, PR or government relations 

 Communication skills, both written and orally 

 Good knowledge of the Chinese social media landscape 
 
Language Requirements 
 

 Good command of English as a working language (written and spoken) 

 Native level Mandarin Chinese 

 Knowledge of Dutch or French is considered an asset 
 
Applications 
 
To apply for this position, send your resume and cover letter to beijing.consular@diplobel.fed.be no 
later than 08 March 2021, 12:00 (Beijing time), clearly stating ‘Communications Assistant’ in the subject 
line. Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted. 
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